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The Canine Escape Artist 

 
Does it seem like your dog has a never-ending ability to escape from the back yard? Every escape has the 
potential for a tragic ending. If your dog is running loose, he could be injured in a fight with another dog, hit by 
a car, or get hurt in a number of other ways. To prevent future escapes, you’ll need to figure out how your dog 
is getting out, why he’s so determined to do so, and how you can manage his behavior. 

 

Why does my dog do this? 

Some reasons include boredom, an exciting person or animal is on the other side of the fence, or the dog 
catches a good scent and decides to follow it. Sometimes, it can be related to an anxiety of being left alone or 
a fear response to a loud or unfamiliar noise. If you’ve just adopted your dog, it’s possible that everything is 
unfamiliar and they may be searching for their previous family.  
 

How can I prevent it? 

 Check your fence line. Make sure that there aren’t things for your dog to jump on, or climb that will make 
it easier for him to escape. Be sure your fence is solid, without gaps or weak points that could be knocked 
over or pushed through. Check behind bushes, there are often gaps behind those that you can’t see. 

 There are many products that can be used to make your fence more secure. Ask us for recommendations.  

 Make sure your dog is always wearing a collar with up to date tags (with your phone number and address) 
and be sure that his microchip has the correct information as well. There are many GPS trackers that dogs 
can wear too.  

 Play with your dog in your yard. Being present to supervise will help your dog want to stay in the yard. 
Keep your dog attached to a short or long leash in the yard in the beginning. 

 Teach your dog to stay or wait at every doorway and gate, and wait to be released through. Have all family 
members practice this.  

 Provide your dog with daily physical and mental stimulation to prevent boredom. Regular walks, fetch, 
feeding out of food dispensing toys, training, and other activities can help prevent your dog from 
wandering. Need more ideas on this? Ask us! 

 Ensure your dog’s collar or harness is fitted really well to prevent escaping when you take him on walks. 

 Always leave your dog somewhere safe within the home when you are gone. Be sure any windows and 
doors your dog has access to are closed and/or locked. Leave your dog with safe toys or something like a 
Kong to keep him entertained when you are gone.  
 

If you follow these guidelines, you should be able to safely manage your dog while you work on training.  

 
 

Need help? Call our free pet behavior help line at (503) 416-2983. 


